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Successful processes and tools and lessons learned to promote diversification in 
adaptation planning, policy and action, particularly in developing countries-

 “Success is often difficult to define, since adaptation is an ongoing process”

 High level political will/endorsement/buy-in is a must

 A clear development plan (that is endorsed by key stakeholders) is often the starting point for 
successful processes (e.g. Jamaica)

 Institutional capacities are required (e.g. specific units, thematic working groups, relevant 
networks)

 Methodological guidelines/indicators for administrations/ministries can enhance policy 
coherence (e.g. Bolivia)

 Awareness-building for the link between risks (e.g. droughts, floods) and CC can bring different 
actors on board/ensure coordination

 Public events can increase awareness of citizens

 Decentralization is a key element to involve different sectors/regions/stakeholders (e.g. 
Morocco)

 Multi-stakeholder initiatives=prerequisite for ownership

 Macroeconomic policy making has to be combined with micro-level experience & insights 
(e.g. hybrid rice production in Vietnam, which is very successful in economic terms but rather 
reduces diversity)

 On-going working groups can result in longer lasting effects than (short term) consultancies



Barriers, constraints and limitations in promoting livelihood and economic 
diversification in adaptation efforts and the NAPs process 

 “For some of the poorest countries things are not going well in regard to environmental 
governance”

 External support (both financial + in form of knowledge transfer) has often been insufficient in 
these countries

 The lack of sufficient scientific approaches/capacities represents a barrier to innovation in the 
context of adaptation efforts

 Mushrooming/proliferation of plans (both at national/subnational levels)

 Supply-driven plans can result in a lack of ownership of target groups

 Lack of capacities/resources for decentralisation in adaptation processes

 Little/no coordination (or even competition!) across different ministries can represent a 
huge barrier/constraint/limitation for promoting livelihood & economic diversification

 Push-factor driven diversification can have adverse effects on asset availability 

 Tools are sometimes not context-specific (e.g. idiosyncrasies of small island states)

 NAP processes need skills/capacity building



Key issues to be addressed in NAPs in order to promote livelihoods and economic 
diversification for the purpose of greater resilience

 NAPs are an opportunity & value addition for thinking about economic diversification and, 
more general,  growth

 Top down approach & bottom up approach: but actual implementation has to take place at the 
local/community level -> multilevel governance for more resilience (e.g. Nepal)

 Multilevel governance requires good methods/institutional set-ups for coordination (e.g. to 
reduce duplications and waste of resources)

 NAP can provide important guidelines on how to structure (long-term) institutional 
arrangements required for more resilience

 Sound M&E systems in NAPs allow reducing the time consistency of day-to-day policy making 
and/or changes at the political level

 NAPs can help to articulate evidence-based (instead of politics-based) policy 
recommendations

 Streamlining of different plans/approaches has to take place

 Integrated processes: Thinking CC horizontally and vertically (e.g. in sectoral plans)

 Inclusiveness: NAPs have to consider the different vulnerable groups


